norway, april n, 1940
In my view, which, is shared by my skilled advisers, Herr
Hitler has committed a grave strategic error in spreading the war
so far to the north and in forcing the Scandinavian people, or
peoples, out of their attitude of neutrality. We have suffered
from nothing in our blockade policy so much as the denial of the
Norwegian coast, and that cursed corridor is now closed for ever.
Hitler has effected his German lodgments of various strengths at
many points of the Norwegian coasts, and he has felled with a
single hammer blow the inoffensive Kingdom of Denmark, but we
shall take all we want of this Norwegian coast now, with an
enormous increase in the facility and in the efficiency of our
blockade. We are also at this moment occupying the Faroe
Islands, which belong to Denmark and which are a strategic
point of high importance, and whose people showed every dis-
position to receive us with warm regard. We shall shield the
Faroe Islands from all the severities of war and establish ourselves
there conveniently by sea and air until the moment comes when
they will be handed back to the Crown and people of a Denmark
liberated from the foul thraldom in which they have been plunged
by the German aggression. The question of Iceland needs further
consideration, because Iceland is, as it were, a dominion of the
Danish Kingdom. What I can say about Iceland at the moment
is that no German will be allowed to set foot there with impunity.
In the upshot, it is the considered view of the Admiralty that
we have greatly gained by what has occurred in Scandinavia and
in northern waters in a strategic and military sense. For myself,
I consider that Hitler's action in invading Scandinavia is as great
a strategic and political error as that which was committed by
Napoleon in 1807, when he invaded Spain. Hitler has
violated the independence and soil of virile peoples dwelling ia
very large and expansive countries capable of maintaining, with.
British and French aid, prolonged resistance to his soldiers and
his Gestapo. He has almost doubled the efficiency of the Allied
blockade. He has made a whole series of commitments upon the
Norwegian coast for which he will now have to fight, if necessary,
during the whole summer, against powers possessing vastly
superior naval forces and able to transport them to the scenes of
action more easily than he can. I cannot see any counter-
advantage which he has gained except the satisfaction of another
exercise of the brutal lust of unbridled power. I cannot see any
satisfaction which he has gained which is any adequate offset to
these substantial and enduring facts. Grieved as we alL are at
the suffering and misery which are now extended to wider areas> I

